Elementary vs. Composite loops:
Each loop strand represents an "isolated mini-atmosphere" and has its own hydrodynamic structure T(s), n_e(s), which needs to be extracted by subtracting it from the background coronal structures. SECCHI/EUVI (1.6" pixels) will be able to resolve some individual loops, substantially better than CDS (4" pixels), but somewhat less than TRACE (0.5" pixels). Model:
ForwardFitting to 3 filters varying T
Elementary Loop Strands
The latest TRACE study has shown the existence of elementary loop strands with isothermal cross-sections, at FWHM widths of <2000 km. TRACE has a pixel size of 0.5" and a point-spread function of 1.25" (900 km) and is able to resolve them, while EUVI (1.6" pixels, PSF~3.2"=2300 km) will marginally resolve the largest ones. Triple-filter analysis (171, 195, 284) is a necessity to identify these elementary loop strands.
The advantage of STEREO is that a loop can be mapped from two different directions, which allows for two independent background subtractions. This provides an important consistency test of the loop identity and the accuracy of the background flux subtraction.
Consistency check: Is F_a = F_b ? Pre-eruption conditions of filaments -Geometry and multi-threat structure of filaments (helicity, chirality, handedness conservation, fluxropes) -Spatio-temporal evolution and hydrodynamic balance -Stability conditions for quiescent filaments -Hydrodynamic instability and magnetic instability of erupting filaments leading to flares and CMEs 
